
Seriously
Versatile
One unit for every rental 
opportunity. Sod Cutters come 
standard with an 18-inch wide 
blade. Optional blade assemblies 
in 12-, 16-, 20- and 24-inch* 
widths available.

Seriously
Maneuverable
Short unit length and optional 
rear swivel wheel make the 
Gear-Drive Sod Cutter the 
most compact and easily 
maneuverable sod cutter in the 
industry!

Seriously
Productive
With a cutting blade that 
makes 20 cutting strokes per 
second/1200 per minute, your 
customers get more done in a 
single day.

®

SERIOUS LAWN CARE MADE EASY.

SERIOUS

SOD

SIMPLIFIED
MACHINE

Sod cutting is tough work. Done manually it's literally hours of back-breaking labor.  
NOW with a new modified cam design for over 42% less vibration, the Classen Gear-Drive Sod 
Cutter makes sod cutting easy; leaving level ground to build a new path, walkway, patio, or to 
establish new flower beds.

*Blade for use on SC188 model only
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GEAR-DR IVE
SOD CUT TER

SEE IT  NOW AT:
CL ASSENTURFCARE.COM

42% LESS 
VIBRATION



Your local Classen dealer is:

S O D  C U T T E RSC18

Easy-to-control – Knobby-
tread drive wheels reduce 
dirt build-up for max traction

Better results – centered 
blade placement ensures 
more consistent cutting depth

42% less vibration
with NEW modified 
cam design

Easier-to-unload – 
clutch/brake lever for 
ease in backing machine 
off of truck or trailer

Easy-to-operate 
thanks to user-friendly 
controls and quick 
view how-to panel

Finger throttle control  
for adjustable speed operation; goes idle 
and stops movement when released

Versatile – Adjustable cutting 
depth up to 2.5 inches

SC-18A/5.5 SC-18A/8

Engine Honda® GX160 Honda® GX240

Cutting Width - Standard 18"

Cutting Depth Up to 2.5"

Cutting Speed 1200 strokes per minute

Optional Blade 
Assemblies 12", 16", 20" 12", 16", 20" & 24"

Dimensions 40" H x 27" W x 44" L

Dry Weight 304 lbs. 344 lbs.

Warranty 2-Year Commercial / Rental
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